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Oxy-acetylene welding contributed to the bet- how to apply this modern metalworking process 
ter design and trouble-free construction of this to a wide range of metals—steel and iron, alumi- 

intricate piping system. The pipe, bends, re- num, copper, brass and many other alloys and 

ducers, headers and flanges were all made into an metals, including platinum. 
integral welded unit. Every weld will remain Technical booklets describing the application 

leakproof for the life of the pipe. Welding of the oxy-acetylene process of welding and 
stripped the entire system of every pound of ex- cutting are available from any Linde office. 

cess dead weight and made it stronger, sturdier, Write to The Linde Air Products Company, Unit 

more rigid—yet added not one cent of extra cost. of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation, 

Tomorrow’s engineers will be expected to know 30 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y. 
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a 1 i | A fk JHE POSSIBILITIES opened by cheap production 

~ ja 4 4 \" “a Mi _ of pure carbon dioxide from the flue gases of plants 
4 Yt . Se : : . . 5 @. ‘i operated for power production are especially impor- = VINN P power p pecially imp 

i a (4 tant in the solid carbon dioxide or “Dry Ice” industry 
: : a 4 re when supplies are needed at consuming markets to avoid 

. | 2: Voss Joe losses in handling and shipping this refrigerant. Its prac- 
( J t YY r oT tical economy has already been shown and it is probable it 
se 4 can am a # “Ghee oe may be able to compete with 

2 / D / a 7s . present production from by-prod- = OF ae i Ss 
uct gas. 

ee i oe The recovery of carbon diox- 
a Y/Y Us Zee Sy — 0 R! ide from gas mixtures has at- 
— nG ng) 3 ag. Po _- ~ ‘ tracted investigators and inven- “Tg ae as Pi aoe ] 1 ae " tors for more than half a century. 

5 a al “gs — | At the present, carbon dioxide 
i tie = . a 4 : 

aie ey : [ : | ’ n from flue gases is recovered by 
J iga) ik . - . . . ou We er : ] _ absorption with potassium carbo- 

ae ay : j : 4 | nate and water. This reaction 
Sy aaa "4 a 4 fe Bs might be represented by: 

a! : ee i) cy fll ] ; | ERS xk. c0.+-0.+HOH yields 2KHCO, 
a a : zz. . Eo a | ee As long as the concentration of e7 2 a ‘ | 8 

Dame ‘gant : a , ees carbon dioxide in the flue gas is 
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this reaction to the right is limited by the oxygen con- ~_T_] a 

tent of the air supplied the fire. However, the most se- © rf r_| = AGgedy RCs SOLITON, 5 
rious limitation is the low speed of the reaction at prac- # 16 Z| [ = 
tical temperatures, which requires the use of large 5 ||| [f/f |_| ~ 

equipment or prevents close approach to equilibrium in 2 | | | J | | | % 
practicable equipment. ery TN 

Many of the early attempts to increase the efficiency  & é [| | | | |] 2 — 
of the absorption process were partially successful in 8 17 | | | 

. . “ye : : 2 7 pushing the absorption equim tothe right. How 8 E> fp ‘ 4 ever, none met the new needs imposed on the process g ‘80 am im 140 160 
; : 5 fempenarune= °F. 

by the requirement of the industry for solid carbon Figure 1 
dioxide for widely distributed production at low cost. . . an . 

. . tion of tower, practically all the carbon dioxide will react. 
Carbon dioxide can now be economically recovered a ont : i 

: The loss of ammonia with waste nitrogen is prevented by 
from gases of low concentration by a newly developed washing the waste gas with water condensed by cooling the 

method using ammonia to assist in the absorption. Recov- ea ton dioxide evolved from the lye boiler after it has 
ery at low cost is feasible and the product obtained is pure 40 Washed with cooled lye at 100° F 
and satisfying enough for the most stringent specifications. The feed bh is ordi , b tye f 

. . . e Teed to the tower is ordinary carbonate lye from 
This latest process using ammonia was developed by the the lye boiler previously cooled to ees ater E This dis- 

Macmar Corporation and is known as the Macmar Proc- . : . : 
solves the ammonium carbonate and liberates the ammonia 

ess. To a great extent, it overcomes the defects of the al- : 
kali carb b : 1 shy d for further carbonate formation: 

ali carbonate absorption at ver’ ow cost without endan- . Radhe news of thawuadas (3) (NH)).CO,-+ K.CO, yields 2KHCO; + 2NH: 
BEEHIE EAE BMEIEY Ok Ee PEO MCE: Most of the ammonia previously introduced is liberated 

In this process, carbon dioxide in the gaseous phase ‘ : ; : 5 
. . leaving the carbon dioxide combined as potassium bicar- 

combines with ammonia in the presence of water vapor bonate. This last reaction takes place best at 130°-140° F 
converting the carbon dioxide into ammonium carbonate, : . led lye di f he lye boiler havi he high. 

< ~ ” % " - using coole ye irect from the ye oiler aving the ign- 

which is readily soluble in the alkali carbonate solution. : : : 
x % é est ratio of carbonate to bicarbonate possible. The zone of 

In this way, the capacity of the absorbing system can be this reaction is followed by a cooler absorber section 
actually doubled reducing the concentration of carbon (100° F.), fed with lye further cooled from reaction (3) 

crear : : : > 
dioxide in the exit gas to less than 1°%. The reaction may a : co 

. t whose function is to wash out ammonia remaining in the 
be written: ; oe : 

flue gas. In a single tower system, this 1s accomplished by 

(2) 2NH; + H:O + CO, yields (NH;):COs recirculation of part of the exit lye from the tower through 

Since this reaction takes place in the gas phase, it pro- cooler to its top. Here the cooled lye and water con- 

ceeds rapidly; the best temperature is found to be 130° F. densed from the gas generated m the lye boiler clean up 
In the presence of water, the solid ammonium salt is rap- the ammonia from the waste nitrogen. As the lye falls 

idly removed from the reaction zone; the only limit to the down the absorber column, warmer lye from the lye boiler 

completion of the reaction is the decomposition pressure added to the stream to bring the next section up to the 

in the aqueous solutions of ammonium carbonate formed. °Ptimum temperature for reaction (3). 

By having an excess of ammonia in even a very short sec- Preferably, the absorber tower system is divided into 

three distinct sections or towers. The first section receives 

lye, cooled to about 100° F. from the second, and also re- 100, ys 
lo a ee ee | ceives the fresh flue gas washed free of dust, sulphur diox- 

g || [= Do ide, and other impurities. The second section takes gas 
80 . . 

x | | | lS from the first and. lye direct from the lye boiler plus that 

x Ly | ft tf fF oiE™N from the third section; the temperature is regulated to 
60- ° ° : . z [7 IEMPERATURESGR" PEA. CENTICARBON DIOXIDE! [| 130 “140° BL Gas to the third section comes from the sec- 

e / PSRRUE KS Cae a PERCENTCD [| ond and its liquor supply is cooled lye (100° F.) from the 
a . soe . 

40/58 Tl CI second section and condensed water (containing ammonia) 
oo is aS ‘ 40 from the purified gas coolers. 

2 |__TEMPERATURE vs. PER CENT CARBON DIOXIDE |_| The absorber system is similar to those now in use. Ex- 

5 : EDR FILENGAS COMEAMAIG: 18: PERCCENTICO perience has shown that steel turnings are preferable to 
4 [| | | coke as a packing material. Bubble-plate towers also have 
8 a ee | of | high efficiencies, but greater construction costs as well as 
&. . . . . 

arg INT Ed higher back pressure in operation has excluded their use. 
Z 
z [oN naa || Apparently, ammonia acts somewhat as a catylist in car- 

= rying the carbon dioxide into the lye solution. As a) 2 Pree ying th bon dioxide into the lye solut As (NH 

120 125 130 135 140 CO: is formed, it is dissolved in the lye whose alkalinity 

TEMPERATURE: “F. decomposes it, freeing ammonia to reenter the vapor-phase 

Figure 2 (continued on page 38) 
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BIG vs. LITTLE 
by MARK A. BUETTELL 

This is the season of the year when seniors This article is reprinted from the October, 
begin, perhaps for the first time, to consider 1937, issue of the lowa Engineer as the first 
the job problem. From now until late in the of a series of discussions in which the Wis- 
spring a steady trickle of interviewers and consin Engineer will attempt to present im- 
personnel men will flow through our school, partially both sides of this question. It is 
each searching for men with special qualifi- e@ written by Mr. Mark A. Buettell, editor of 
cations. Likewise, it is time for the prospec- the Iowa Engineer in 1925 and at present 
tive applicants themselves to make personal chief engineer of the Ideal Commutator 
classifications of the jobs they are out to get. Dresser Company of Sycamore, Illinois, who 
A major decision is the choice between the herein presents the case for the small com- 
big company and the small company. pany. 

ee HE 1937 CROP of engineering college graduates unemployed or in jobs where the individual wants to make 

T is not going to be particularly successful.” a change, or, second, to get engineering graduates just out 

This information was gained from the head of of school and break them into our organization through 

one of the engineering departments of a large mid-western an apprentice training. As a matter of fact, we use both 
university. It was given to me after he had attempted to methods, but have found the latter to be more satisfactory. 
secure interviews for me with 18 of his senior graduating It may be of some interest to relate our experience in 

class. He could not arouse enough interest in these 18 sen- trying to select engineers already out of college. By con- 

iors to get them to talk with me. “They are badly spoiled,” tacts, through advertising mediums and employment de- 
were his conclusions. He then brought out charts which partments of the recognized engineering agencies, we ob- 
he had been keeping for more years than his appearance tained a good many applicants. Of these applicants ap- 
would lead me to believe. “This curve,” and he showed proximately 75° have masters or doctors degrees in their 

me one beginning back in a previous severe depression particular line. It did not take us long to size up this situ- 
and showing a steady, consistent rise of considerable mag- ation. Apparently industry is not particularly interested in 

nitude, “represents the average pay by years to date to the the engineers with a lot of degrees, but little practical 

boys who graduated from my department back in that par- background in a business organization. This fact is also 

ticular year.” quite noticeable in interviewing this type of applicant. 
He showed me other curves beginning in relatively poor Their attitude of mind seems to be such that an engineer- 

business years all showing the same consistent, upward ing job is a solution of a technical problem for the sake of 

trend. I was then shown some other curves, starting in ex- the solution itself and not for the end which the business 

ceptionally good business years, which had nowhere neat has in view of rendering a service and making a profit. 
the consistent increase nor the amount of rise shown by This is simply an interesting “sidelight” on our experi- 

those curves beginning in depression years. “These curves,” ences in one avenue of attempting to secure applicants and 

he said, “are for those boys who started with the ‘cream’ may be worth while for reflection by undergraduate engi- 

of jobs from which to select. Those other curves starting neers. 

in depression years are for the boys who had to ‘scratch’ Our other avenue of approach to securing applicants 
to get any jobs at all.” from the mid-western engineering schools was also pro- 

And thereby hangs this tale of a small, independent ductive of some interesting results. We first contacted the 

electrical manufacturer who “stuck his chin out” in big schools by addressing a letter to the head of the particular 
time competition for inducting some of the 1937 crop of — engineering department from which we wanted to obtain 

engineers into his organization. graduates. This letter was usually posted in a conspicuous 

In determining a policy of obtaining engineers for our place in the engineering building or information from the 
rapidly growing organization, we have two options: first, letter was transmitted to the senior engineers in the depart- 

to select from the available supply on the market, either ment. 
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Our first difficulty, in this method of approach, was to class who wished to apply for jobs. Among the consider- 

secure any interest from the seniors. Our company is able number of applications turned in would invariably be 

small, and does not do a lot of institutional full-page ad- those of the particular “marked” individuals whom the 
vertising whereby its name would become well-known. company had been checking up on for so long a time. 

Hence, practically all of the senior engineers were entirely Then along in the spring the interviewing squad was sent 

unacquainted with the name of our company. The few out and arranged interviews with those sending in applica- 

“nibbles” we, therefore, secured from the senior engineers tion blanks. To those who were not on the select list, this 

were More OF less; out of curiosity: or because the more interviewing was more or less a matter of form. The real 

Prominent companies had passed up these particular grad drive was made on those “marked” students on the select 
uating engineers. Consequently, our grade of applicant |. . 

istively | list and it was usually only those students who secured em- 
was relatively low. — : oo 

Having been on the receiving end of half-a-dozen offers ployment. “This, te abel, wre the story’ my’ engineering 
: : friend told me of how he was hired. 

for jobs when I graduated from college, I had some back- 

ground as to how the larger companies go about securing Sizing up this long range angle of approach by the larg- 

their engineering apprentices. I knew something of the in- er companies, I was forced to admit that I was really run- 

terviewing squads sent out by some of the large electrical ning into some stiff competition in attempting to hire the 

companies, but I was not quite prepared for the really stiff real worth while seniors. The information, however, 
competition which these larger organizations offered in the helped when mapping out our program. 

approach which they were able to make to the engineering 
senior way back before this same senior had any idea he A second tip was given me by another engineer who had 

was being considered. The technique of the big organiza- graduated about 20 years previously and who has been 

tion may be changed now, but I am giving the story for doing some intensive thinking concerning his present con- 

what it may be worth as I obtained it from a prominent nection, again with one of the large concerns. This man 

electrical engineering graduate of one of our 
mid-western universities who was hired by one of — Ge? 

the big electrical companies some 15 years ago. ce ’ Can Ya) ie | | “< . 

My informant, who was prominent on the cam- ss aa o- fe | | Nh ' f 

pus while he was in school, an athlete of excep- st We “ (23 & {y CS \ Le: 

tional ability, a fraternity man, and involved in Sr pat 1 A Lia f. ae ir i 

all that goes with a well-rounded collegiate ca- ra aa {Qt eeeaumele Nae feeezat fil 

reer, was, like most of his type, much sought $ melee wel oe Si eu Lt (eel. —— 

after. Here is the method which was used on ea eye ee P oe 3 Se (%, nae 
him and which he discovered later. > Sa ee 7 <¢ Vt / a 

The large concern that hired him had in its re Sta > a =F aie Bs i 

organization many engineering graduates of the ryt EN, y faa ia _ ( a 

institution which he was attending. From one of 2 ATES _ A Se 

these men the company selected an “advance” ni fe ] | ey » : 

man, so termed in circus parlance, who was sent ‘ibe | es e/a j ' ? Mey 

to the university and to his fraternity house to ar EB AEB e | bs A PS i mAs 
look around and begin spotting the sophomore . Ly Ah a Ibe Pa Ie es ie | 1 

engineering students, perhaps in this man’s own hie i ag ay Ra) || AA |: Ca ba lh i ie A 

fraternity or at least from the same department Ae fetes KE Ay er ig) iy Poigae ‘ ne 
from which he graduated, who gave promise of a ae ‘ys Ps | i |: f iE ERS 
becoming outstanding engineering graduates. ry \ a | ie ren 1 iy H ed Ey 

This information was then taken back to the NY i a] ey 7 Let eal u betes ED: 

headquarters of the company. The names of sev- rf rien beara irae 4a fl I He HF i fi 
eral engineers who seemed to give most promise aes ie i i Wi A zt; Vs ae ES bi ok } 
were then noted and a further check made run- (7% “ag mA i i Set ten Hi : Cue ! i fies Ma 

ning back to their high school experience, the \iee dy al | Wn ®> ar | i, ‘ Hl he he 
type of family from which they came, and other ‘WE % GS Aiea a iB f A ae \ ee i : SS 

pre-college references. AY e pret 9 pe sa ar : area 

Careful check was kept of these individuals as = a Et =f es aS | 
they progressed in their engineering work at col- ae 5 ‘ a aan r-) can cm Hy 

lege up to the time they were seniors. Then at =e =< h Ce: a" ® UU ees P 

the proper time and possibly in the fall of the =e SAAN cas ee a 7 N ES as xl ead 
senior year of these “marked” engineers, the “eerepernseaes eo EE a Ae 

company sent to the university application blanks = Vas. 

to be filled out by those students in the senior ©... is put into an apprentice training course...” 
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gave me this particularly interesting background. In look- some fair students and as I told some of the heads of the 

ing at it in retrospect, he said this is what happens to the engineering departments I visited, whenever I got to talk 
young engineering graduate who is taken into one of these to an engineering senior I was really able to put a story 

huge organizations and into an old established engineer- across which opened the eyes of many of them. 

ing graduate apprentice course. Two boys I talked with had already signed up with one 

The young graduate is put into an apprentice training of the big electrical companies. What was their reason for 

course with a good many other graduates of the same age going with the company? They had no reason, except that 
and temperament. The wage is the going wage for engi- they thought it would be nice to effect a connection with 

neering graduates, living conditions are good, companion- such a well recognized concern in the industry. I asked 
ship with other young fellows in the company is congenial, them what type of work they would be given to do, where 
the surroundings are pleasant and the training course of- they would be ten years from now, and if they would be 

fered by the company is not particularly arduous. obtaining the well-rounded experience which they should. 
After the training course there is the particular depart- have while they were still young. They hadn’t thought of 

ment into which one is fitted, depending upon his inclina- these points, but still they had signed the contract with the 

tions to a certain extent, but depending more upon where big company and felt morally bound to go through with 

the company wants to use the individual. The years slip the bargain. 

by, working conditions are ideal, companionship in the Here is what I told them. In the larger company they 

business organization with others of a familiar frame of ar a part of a vast organization. They can scarcely hope 

mind is pleasant, salary increases are moderate and there to get more than a cursory idea of the general operation 

is nothing to disturb the innocuous and. trouble-free in- of this company and eventually become specialists in one 

duction and progress with the organization. department. The smaller company has few in its organiza- 

Then some day the thought occurs, like it did to my tion and in a year’s apprentice course in such an organi- 

friend, as to just where he is getting in the organization zation, there is no part of the business which will not be 
and in his individual position with the company. He has _ practically an open book to the engineering apprentice. 

had no opportunity to compare salaries being paid in other Here is where the young engineer really finds out what a 
concerns and perhaps upon inquiring about he finds that business organization is all about; what it takes to convert 
his apparently satisfactory salary is far below that of some orders into accounts receivable, thence to collections and 

of his classmates who have, by force of circumstances, into payroll, inventory, overhead expenses; what it means 

jumped around into other organizations. His comfortable to be assigned to a problem, and handle it from start to 
surroundings, however, and the soporific effect of being a __ finish and if it isn’t turned out as a good job, to bear the 
part of a well known company deadens the impulse for full brunt of the responsibility. 

him to change jobs and he stays on at his moderate salary In a big organization you can submerge your mistakes 

until St. Peter calls the roll of all such faithful engineers. as you do your victories, since among hundreds or thou- 

This was another angle which I had not considered and sands of individuals one person’s faults or virtues are not 

gave me further ammunition for my sales talk when I vis- discoverable. In the small organization, the success or fail- 
ited the universities. I started out to call on the various ure evolves directly on the individual responsible. There 
mid-western engineering schools to do the hiring where it is no side-stepping. This develops initiative, aggressiveness, 

is really done, in personal interviews. Again I was met and the knack of assuming responsibility. You are kept 

with rebuff. The good seniors had all been hired or had continually on your toes, and are a definite factor in the 
their eye on jobs with some companies which had still not progress of the organization. As your success or failure is 

given them definite answers. My company was unknown. _ easily discernable, so your rewards, with increased pay, or 

The mere thought of working for one of the big electrical the danger of being fired are equally sure. 

companies with the name and prestige behind it was in it- In concluding I hark back to my preamble of the 1937 

self enough to win over three-fourths of the engineering engineering graduates’ not being markedly successful. 

Senlors without any effort. I ran into difficulty in arrang- There are qualifications, of course, to this statement. I 

ing interviews. The large compantes had several inter- think what the department head had in mind was that 
viewers on hand and had been doing the job consistently when there are five or six jobs offered to every engineer- 
ise scores of vee and the universities welcomed them ing graduate and starting pay is “jacked up” because of 

with OPER: arms: I had to squeeze my. interviews 40. be. bidding between companies, the young engineer is apt to 

tween ICEEVIE WS of the large companies and often my in- get an exaggerated idea of his importance and accept the 

views ran far into the night with some faithful stenog- job with the highest starting salary rather than with the 

rapher helping ME alrAnee the appermtments: greatest experience value or future opportunity. From my 

Many of the students with whom I talked were mildly observations and experiences, I would say that a good 
interested or absolutely apathetic. My company or its many of the 1937 class passed up a good bet in opportuni- 
product meant absolutely nothing to them. I had almost ties with smaller companies, and that 20 years from now 
no opportunity to talk with the real leaders of the senior some of those who started with the big companies will be 
class since they had already been spotted by the big or- looking longingly at the positions held by those who 
ganizations. By dint of such effort I did get to talk with started with the little, fast growing organizations. 
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Electricals _LIDDLE, GEORGE Pe 27, has been Mechanicals 
GLUESING, WILLIAM H., ’23, who Meck dae loa Maskegon -Heizhts, FOSTER, ARLAND G., ’35, was mar- 

was in charge of the General Electric <7 7 . Y Bet ; ried to Ruth V. Lathrop on October 9th 
House of Magic at the World Fair in _ BINISH, STANLEY E., ’29, Law 735, at Madison, Wisconsin. Mr. Foster is 
Chere gave a demonstration g Elec- i ve the North law firm of Green connected with Gisholt’s in Madison. 
trical Magic at Eau Claire October 14. ay ge WEBS HAUSLER, GEORGE MAX, °35 x if * ’ ; > was 

LILJA, EDGAR D., ’24, resigned ree EDWARD ies 34, is with married to Catherine Pearl Broomhall 
from the Woodward Governor Company the U. S. Engineers in the Rock Island on Saturday, the 16th of October, 1937, 
of Rockford, Illinois to resume employ- District. . at Schenectady, New York. Mr. Hausler 
ment with the Barber-Coleman Company GOELZER, VERNON G., ’35, is with is in the employ of the General Electric 
where he is in charge of electrical de- the U. S. Engineers in the Milwaukee Co. in Schenectady. 
velopment. District. ; CADWELL, ROBERT J., ’36, recent- BAUMGARTEN, HARRY, ’27, is BENNETT, KEITH H., °36, began ly employed by the Winter-Front Co. of 
with the Wisconsin Power and Light work with the Wisconsin Conservation Chicago, is now taking graduate study 
Company at Mineral Point as District Commission on July 1, as surveyman. in the Mechanical Engineering Depart- 
Engineer. e ment of the University of Wisconsin. 

SARGENT, HARRY, 731, is with the " : e 
Sapétio Light and Power Company as Miners and Metallurgists . 
assistant electrical engineer. He is also KEMLER, HERBERT J., 22, is now Chemicals 
chairman of the Meter Committee of the General Manager of the Houston, Texas GRIBBLE, STEPHEN C., ’16, is a 
Wisconsin Utility Association. plant of the Shell Petroleum Corpora- professor in the Department of Educa- 
CURTIUS, ROBERT, ’32, accepted tion. tion at Washington University, Saint 

the position of chief meter foreman for ROSCOE, DAVID C., ’26, is Sales Louis, Missouri. 
the Wisconsin Power and Light Com- Manager in the Pipe Department of WESTMONT, 0. B., °21, is plant 
pany at Mineral Point, Bethlehem Steel Corporation, Bethle- superintendent of Johns-Manville at their 
FLATH, HERBERT, 34, is the proud hem, Pennsylvania. Lompoc, California, plant, where insul- 

father of a son. Herbert is manager of SPARLING, WILLIAM J., M.S.’31, ating materials and filter aids are manu- 
the ae gs of the Riss Coal Com- who is located with Chain Belt Com- factured. 
pany of Green Day. pany, Milwaukee, was married on June 7 S55. Be 3 Z 
HEIAN, TED §., °37, is the local 19 to Miss Ardith M. Anderson of Wau- $i te eel 

manager of the Darlington Electrical Watosa, Wisconsin. tae Company at Buffalo, 
Company. ARCHIE, G. E., ’31, M.S. ’33, is sub- - . . 

2 surface engineer for Shell Petroleum MONTGOMERY, A. E., ’27, is west- 
Civils Corporation, McPherson, Kansas. Res vipa tse and ‘coe. of J. Me 

PORTIER, REGRET By Oh ae SIREN, J. E., °33, has the position (25, ‘Mentgomery has taken an active found dead from heart attack on Octo- of mining engineer for Republic Steel are i th siviti f the Technical 
ber 23, in a boat on Van Vliet Lake in < y ichie Bi a EAS “ee HES 2OR Ane, “Secinica Corporation at Iron Mountain, Michi. Assoeiat € Pul d PB. Tad 
Vilas county, where he had been duck an poe ee GT SP ane Paper sncus hunting. Hor many years he Lad bean a gan. tries. He is chairman of the Heat and 
bankee in Milwaukee, LIEBERT, WILLIAM J., 735, was Power Committee of that organization. 

MINEAR, VIRGIL L., ’23, is associ- maniied es Green peas Pe oe SCHIEL, MERRILL A., ’27, presented 
ate engineer with the U. S. Bureau of bed eat os s ae Ee t Chi ue a paper with S. L. Hoyt on the Frac- 
Reclamation, located in the U. S. Custom Todi tee orporation, mas tcago, tional Vacuum-fusion Analysis for Oxy- 
house, Denver, Colo. He has been en- natana. gen in Steel before the American Insti- 
gaged in inspecting and reporting upon BEECHAL, GRAYDON R. ’36, who tute of Mining and Metallurgical En- 
foundation grouting on various western is a mining engineer for the Mountain gineers. 

dams. City Copper Company, Rio Tinto, Ne- BEYERSTEDT, R. L., °33, is doing 

ZANDER, ARNOLD S., *23, MS'30, vad, was married August 15 t0 Doris design work for the Frank G. Hough 
is national president of the Federation Litch, of Oregon, Wisconsin, Company, New Holstein, Wisconsin. 
of State, County, and Municipal Em- HOLM, HOWARD, 736, M.S.’37, JUSTL, OTTO, °34, has been trans- 

; ; . , 734, 
ployees. ., former Alumni Notes Edivor on the ferred to the Portage, Wisconsin gas 

ACKERMAN, ADOLPH J., E26, Wisconsin’ Pngineer, works as a’ metal: plant of the Wisconsin Power and Light 
CE’32, has resigned as head of the con- lurgist for Pe ona id Mills Company. 
struction plant department of TVA at Company, Middletown, io. , . 

Knoxville, where he had charge of the KERHAUSER, T. E., °36, is assistant Fenieaen arte weseeraniediion 

design of plant and equipment for the to the production engineer, Shell Petro- ‘till with the Corn Products Compan 
construction of the numerous large dams leum Corporation, McPherson, Kansas. <A Illinot pany 
in the Tennessee Valley. He will be , . . °! rgo, Illinois. 

associated with a private firm that is MULLIN: ELI, 36, is working as a SENSKE, WILLIAM °37, passed 

building flood control dams above Pitts- metallurgist wih Uv. o Steel Corpora- sheough-Madienon his way homelfion 
burgh. tion, South Chicago, Illinois. New York City to Spokane. Bill gave up 
SCHRADER, ROLAND R., ’26, is de- NELSON, FLOYD, ’36, is a Geolo- his job with a printing ink company in 

sign engineer with the Bethlehem Steel gist for the Shell Petroleum Corpora- New York because he prefers the far 
Co., at Bethlehem, Pa. tion, St. Louis, Missouri. west and hopes to stay there. 
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Civils Frolic at Devil’s Lake Le Polygon Smoker Big Succses 

Pes In Memoriam Approximately three hundred en- 

a This summer the class of ’39 lost gineers came, saw, and enjoyed the 

aw lw one of its finest members. Don first smoker sponsored by Polygon 
| Waters, junior mechanical, was this year in Great Hall of the Me- 

citi OX drowned on the Fourth of July morial Union. The program was es- 

EE ee Se | while swimming in the Brownstone a pecially good 
sf Na | Bowl near his home in Washburn, G wr with Professor 

(G4 Wisconsin. Members of his class y Mathews of the 

ie pe Mam who knew him well have missed his Pee Chemistry 

Futra! Extra! Bob Zwettler and smile and pleasant personality. AL hI 3 Department as 

. . ways ready to lend a helping hand, GB as the speaker of 
girl lost in woods. Can you beat ’ < 0: ie ‘ ‘i 

i 4 he was everybody’s friend. the evening. His 
that! How could a civil engineer h subject, “The Detection of Dece: 

; e De - 

get lost in a woods which he had As aime smudents ard woken tion.” was particularly interestin: to 
just finished taking six weeks to sur- and devoted friend, Don will al- 2 P ‘i y f rac 

2? T d h f ways be proudly remembered as a engineers. Entertainment of a light- 
vey! t sounds rather gooly to us, 5 : : 1 : di b hi 

i hat’s what th IL member of the class of ’39. er vein, but highly enjoyed by the 
ut thats what they say actually : : : 

slip-stick artists was offered by Sar- 
happened. In fact, they had Ed a . 6 . ae 

doni, the magician. His rendition of 

Strand, summer camp bugler, blow . . the “Peni of Balinds® oz “Ee 

recall in a vain attempt to locate the Practical Course in E.E. ens 5 
2s . . Came Between Them” almost 

missing pair. However, all stories Prof. L. C. Larson of the E.E. brought down the house. Needless 

must have a happy ending, and Bob Department is again teaching a Fri- e : 
we : : : to say, the beer and pretzels topped 

(and company) showed up just in day evening vocational class in E. E. fa 
s off the evening in fine style, al- 

time to leave for home. at Appleton. The class, started last : 
j 3 though there was panic among the 

All this happened at the first an- year with an enrollment of over i 
‘ : ranks for a few minutes when the 

' nual summer camp reunion held at thirty, has been reduced to a select , 
“1 portable bar couldn’t be found, and. 

Devil’s Lake on Sunday, October group of about twenty men, the : : 
nas a : . it looked as if the beer would have 

24. Professor Owen was the guiding majority of them holding responsi- : 
. . : % to be drunk directly from the bar- 

light of the affair and deserves a ble positions in the paper pulp mills p 
: . vee . rel. Soooooo . . . if too many of the 

big bouquet for the success of the in the vicinity of Appleton. Since a < 

: : : 2 é # engineers showed up for classes Fri- 

picnic. Orchids also to John Fitz- they maintain and operate costly . 
: : . : day entirely unprepared, we hope 

patrick who did most of the work. electrical machinery, they have a : 
‘ aa ‘ the instructors made allowances for 

Approximately forty civils, who at- natural desire to learn some of the 
. : them. As a matter of fact, there 

tended summer camp, were at the theory of design and operation of : 
an : : . . were a good many instructors there, 

picnic with their dates. Steaks, their machines. shewzel¥es 

broiled over a huge fire in Professor Some subjects taught include . 

Owen’s grill were the main item on DC circuits, single-phase and three- Tsk, Tsk 
the menus with cider, doughnuts, phase circuits, DC and AC machin- ? 
sandwiches, and popcorn to top off ery, etc. Lessons are supplemented. Best - crack - of - the - month hon- 
the feast. Most of the afternoon by demonstrations in meter connec- ors go to Windy Wilson, junior me- 

was! Spent either in hiking about the tions, oscillograph studies of cir- chanical. It seems he lives down on 
lake, playing ball, or looking for cuits, and examinations of new Langdon where almost anything can 

Zwettler. Arnold Voss and Carlton equipment such as electric fences, happen, and usually does. In this 

Laird claimed to be the only ones new metering devices and the like. case it involved a group of girls liv- 
to hike all the way around the lake. In addition to this, practical prob- ing next door to friend Windy’s 

If the pictures which the graduat- lems submitted by the industries in house who didn’t know what shades 
ing seniors have to. have taken look the vicinity are worked out in class. were for. After coming to class for 
anything like the one of Ted Hoff- These problems involved inspection days with that “morning after” look, 
man which is on the civils’ bulletin trips to such plants as the Interlake Wilson was finally compelled to call 
board, they would stand a better Pulp mill, Kimberly Clark mill, and up the girls one night and tell them 
chance of landing a job if they the Wisconsin Power Company, me- to “either pull down your shades or 

didn’t have them taken. ter division. go to bed early. I want some sleep!” 
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Notes from the Hydraulics Laboratory, Bureau of Engineering, Inconsequentia 

Laboratory doing general electrical survey and 

As carpenters civils would make maintenance work. ZN 

good plumbers if the actions of Don Among the activities of the staff CHARMAN | 

Viereg, senior civil known as the of the E. E. Department was Profes- IENSINEERS! 4) =) 
“Tom Collins Fiend” and “Madison sor Johnson’s attendance at the Pow- Te hse ll \ “gee 
Terror,” are any criterion. It took er Conference and Meter School ( 9 )/ 
him a full ten minutes to bore a hole held at the Michigan College of oy 
in a defenseless little two-inch piece Mines and Technology at Hough- a 
of wood the other day. He, J. P. ton, Michigan, on October 14 and IN 
Michalos, and G. C. Krechik are 15. In addition, Professor Benne- Overheard enroute to the Me- 

working with Kenneth Tuhus on a dict attended a conference on elec- chanical Engineering b uilding: 

thesis investigating hydraulic jump tronics at Ann Arbor, while Profes- “Where am I going? Over to the 

and tailwater conditions at the Big sor Price went on a fishing trip into Seed and Weeds campus. Have a 
Eau-Pleine Dam near Knowlton, Canada this summer. tough afternoon ahead of me in 

Wisconsin. Right now they are Art Jark, e’38, is testing electric Barn Cleaning 129.” 
building the model which will be an fences for farm use and electric fish Did you know that Wisconsin’s 
exact replica built to 1/40th scale. fences for E. E. 180. first string right end is none other 
Kenneth Tuhus is a civil and a grad- than our own John Loehrke, a jun- 
uate of Wisconsin in ’33. He for- ior mechanical. Our hat is off to any 

merly worked for WPA in North Freshmen Receive Awards boy who can find time to play foot- 
Dakota, and is now doing graduate At the lecture for fresh 5 ball and carry a full engineering 

k in hydraulic engineering. Ab- or Freshman engi- course at the same time. 
wer — gineering neers held at 11 o’clock on Frida ‘ solute necessity for the results of the . y In reply to Chuck (Bow Tie) 

tests is the reason morning, October 15, 1937, in the Schmidt, may we say that he isn’t 
they are at work jg Ge auditorium of the Chemistry build- the only sensational “Twerpsichor- 

so early in the es,» | — ing, the following awards were ean” that gradu- 

year, but judging tg) made: ated from Case’s “A 

from the first class —] <@ Tau Beta Pi, the honorary engi- this summer. f Oy 

gold-bricking ad- “#2. neering fraternity, presented its an- Fred, Women- sb 
vice being handed out by Michalos nual award of a slide rule to Stewart Hater, Cape is a SE \\\ 
they were getting nowhere fast. E. Miller, e’40, who made 100 out Pretty: fair truck- c 1 

Memoirs of last yeat’s activities of a possible 102 grade points dur- cr toe pis Seas. Gh A 
vee Bill Littleton’s thesis model is ing his freshman year, leading his we e . a wan Se Pm: 

seill'ee aoe feb de amaates cass in schotgrenipy The ee AL he gave at Toeal joint recently when 

when the work of tearing it down 5 3 . 'y enne . asked to “shine’ was enough to 

: : . rown, ch’38, vice-president of Tau make the best trucker in the coun- for the new thesis projects begins. B : : 
: eta Pi. try green with envy. 

A. M. McLeod, appointed re- A Civil Engineering Handbook 
search fellow, is working with Pro- Wil Engineering Sandboo Frosh Follow Fathers’ Footsteps 

fessor Woodburn on Wier Dis- was presented to Evan H. Schuette, If our statistics are correct, there 

charge Measurements this year. 40, by Chi Epsilon, the honorary are twenty-two sons of Wisconsin 
civil engineering fraternity. Evan alumni enrolled as freshman engi- 

made the highest record last year of neers this year. They represent sons 
Run Storage Battery Test all those taking the freshman civil of graduates from classes as far 

Fred Neumann, senior electrical, engineering course. The presenta- back as 1904 and as recent as 1917. 

and Rodger Schuette, e’39, are at the tion was made by Robert F. Zwett- The illustrious twenty-two are John 

present time working on a storage ler, 38, vice-president of Chi Epsi- Anderson, B. J. Bennett, E. J. Brill, 

battery test for the E.E. Depart- lon. David Clark, Willard S. Comings, 

ment. The test is being run by au- Six others in the freshman class James Haessly, Charles H. Hall, 

tomatically charging and discharg- did work at high honor rate last Robert T. Herdegen, John R. Hul- 
ing the batteries, but at an acceler- year. They were John M. Erickson, ten, Richard James, Donald F. 

ated rate. Both Rodger and Fred 2.94; Robert J. McCarter, 2.91; Ed- Johnston, Robert Langdon, Victor 
are members of that famous crew win R. Stellmacher, 2.90; Curtis C. Pfanku, Ferrel Phelps, David J. 

that ran the washing machine test Stueber, 2.89; Bertrand J. Mayland, Price, John Rosenberg, James Schei- 

last year and found it impossible to 2.88; Charles J. Eck, 2.86. For the fer, Warren L. Sommer, David A. 

get their sheets clean. This summer complete list see the bulletin board Voeck, John D. Wakefield, and 
Rodger worked for the Standards in the Engineering building. Charles Yerkes. 
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Tau Bate president Ketchum for a long time to come. 
Finding the modulus of toughness of his chop to be very 

ee 99 high, Ketchum, ordinarily so proper but now just fresh 
STATIC by ENGIN EARS ee from the wilds of Texas, reverted to the primitive, 

whipped out his trusty bowie knife (overall length three 

inches), and proceeded fiercely and determinedly to at- 
tack his meat with it. The waitress, happening along about 
then, burst out laughing so hard she collapsed on a neigh- 

We start off the page this month with a very unusual boring table, and though she did shortly recover enough 

type of item, that known as a contribution: equilibrium to get back on her feet, she didn’t recover her 

“Pat Hyland told us the other day in lecture how they full faculties and marked most of the checks wrong the 
figure out the number of hours to allow us on our machine rest of the evening. 

design plates. He says they do an hour’s work on a draw- >> «« 

ing and figure we should do it in three. Then they allow Alan Ross orated the following in Steam and Gas lab 

us four more hours and hope to God we get it in!” one day: 

se ee “Ah Fui sat on Chu Chui track, 

“She'll hit on some of the cylinders all of the time, and Ah Fui no see Chu Chui. 

she'll hit on all of the cylinders some of the time, but she Chu Chui no see Ah Fui. 
won’t hit on all of the cylinders all of the time.”—with Ah Blui.” 
apologies to A. Lincoln. poe 

zi OE We’re sending the regents a request that they include 

Although hydraulics has the reputation of being a fair- in next year’s budget an appropriation to buy a table of 
ly smooth pipe course, occasionally one runs into some specific gravities for Mechanics instructor Tauxe, who said. 

pretty tricky problems, involving a lot of head-work. in class one day, “Is that specimen of cast iron floating 
be we around here?” ~ 

y We heard that the boys ims § 

€ ey got John Koehler very em- Note to Prof. Wendt: . 
a) : no barrassed the other day by The ultimate bending moment of a log log vector slide 
S433) asking him what he thought tule has just been experimentally determined by Carl Wal- 

PZ ty of Steam and Gas 3 infront tet as a research project and found to be the time it takes 
Yer _ \ of a girl who didn’t like to make one-half revolution between belt and pulley of a 

t- eK & swearing. 50-KVA alternator turning up 1,200 rpm. Walter now has 

pL >> «« a slide rule reading circular functions directly, but other 

HD) One day a chem engineer computations must now be carried out by more round- 

went to Niagara Falls for a visit, and his host took him about methods. 

out for a walk. Presently they came to the great falls, but noes 
the engineer said nothing. “Well,” said the host, “Ain’t A couple of electricals, a senior and a freshman, were 

that a wonderful sight?” discussing tastes in beer—one kind was all right, something 
“Ain’t what a wonderful sight?” asked the engineer. else wasn’t so good, another kind was rotten, and so on. 

“Why, all that water pouring over the great precipice.” Finally the senior said: 

“Well,” said the engineer after a period of thought, “Well, I still like good old moo-juice better than any- 

“what’s to hinder it?” thing else.” 

ve ee “Moo-juice? Never heard of it,” said the freshman, 

And when we were in the library looking through ex- puzzled. 

changes we ran across the one about the unluckiest man “Never heard of moo-juice? MOO-JUICE” repeated 

being a seasick man with lockjaw, which didn’t impress us the surprised senior. 

much the first time, but when we’d found it in about half “Nope. Is it a Milwaukee beer?” 

a dozen other magazines we decided it ought to be funny “No, it comes from the country.” 
enough for you guys. “Well, let’s see... No, I never heard of it.” 

>> «« “Look here. Did you ever see an animal that says 

Sign in a boiler room: “Have faith in the Lord but ‘Moo-00-00’?” 

keep a full gage of water.”—California Engineer. “A... you mean a cow?” wondering what connection 

we ee this had with beer. 

Prof. Watson: “You missed class yesterday, didn’t “Sure, a cow. And what do you get from cows? Moo- 
you?” juice!” 

Pitchard: “No, sir, not in the least.” “Milk.” 

race “Moo-juice!” 

We suspect that a certain waitress in a little under- “Q-o-0-oh, you mean milk! Well...” 

ground restaurant in Chicago will remember editor and (Bang!) 
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ee 
——_________Our Mining Club 

Slap-stick comedy began to flour- With face to the floor, he tried A record attendance of miners 
ish anew when Hipskind and Etzkin everything but magic words in his and metallurgists filled the library 
teamed up in the chemistry labora- effort to coax the bead to cling to of the Mining and Metallurgy build- 
tory recently. the bar. Finally the trusting stu- ing at their first Mining Club meet- 

Just how it happened that Etzkin dent returned the fake instrument ing of the year, held on October 14. 

flooded the titration table and also and naively apologized, “I’m very Af he di 

the chair nearby with a solution of sorry, Mr. Rosenthal, but I guess ter the dinner, very successful. 

diphenylamine indicator in concen- I’ve ruined it. I dropped it on the ly prepared by chef John Yarne 

trated. sulphuric acid he will not tell. floor.” and his staff, President Howard 
It is only that he wiped off the table e Grange called the meeting to order. 

to remove the evidence of his mis- Horrors lurked along the path- Professor Edwin R. Shorey intro- 

hap and scooted away. way between the rocky cliffs stretch- duced Mr. Philip C. Rosenthal, the 

A minute later, Hipskind, quite ing from the Eagle Picher Mine new member of the Mining and 

satisfied that he hit his iron titration proper to the mill. The man whom Metallurgy teaching staff. He then 

right on the head, got up from his John Kildsig succeeded as chemical. welcomed the freshmen to the club. 

chair but left the seats of his pants man last summer was found in a In his address to the members, Pro- 
and underpants on that same chair heap along this pathway. He was fessor Shorey pointed out the im- 

that had murdered . . . mysteriously mur- portance of organization activity to 
caught the FT ) a1 dered. . . success in professional practice. 

flood of Etz- LI (Ngo 4 ae John had to make a nightly trip Professor Joseph F. Oesterle in his 
kin’s reagent. P38 from the mine to the mill to inspect talk promised the new members the 

Though it is & 7 ~ the tailings at the mill. A man was help and cooperation of the faculty 
regular lab- / murdered between these hills, but in any of their problems. He strong- 
oratory practice to wash any part of John was not scared . . . no, not till ly urged the new students to see 

the body contacted with acid, Hip- one night when he came upon a man them often. 

skind preferred to test the acid re- lying at the foot of a cliff moaning. Tedladed ix alte, business of the 

sistance of his posterior hide rather Upon returning to the office, John meeting was: the appointment of a 

than te sit in & bucket of ‘water: re a re “4 ‘pe : He “A committee to study plans for the or- 

e oe Y Folch phat ne was crazy. os ganization of a local chapter of the 
nights passed, rocks . . . large rocks ional . f the A.LM.E.: 

An instructor’s prank baffled one were rolled at him from on top the an aed G the Billi co 

of the students of the Mining 121 cliffs, sinister figures lurking behind ie “tae at é hi onc ae fe 

class when he sought the profes- boulders made passes at him, and the office of “cher mucker. 
sional advice of instructor Rosen- even snares were set for him; but The latter part of the meeting 

thal in the matter of how he could Kildsig escaped them all. was carried on in informal fashion. 
best pick up a silver bead dropped “If only I had a good light,” All members who worked in mines 

on the floor. (A silver bead in fire thought John. (John’s light was or metallurgical plants during the 

assaying is a minute globule of sil- glimmering on its “last candle.”) summer were called upon to make 
ver.) He recalled that the electrician had three-minute talks on their experi- 

Mr. Rosenthal offered to let him a good light. But the electrician had ences. Howard Grange wound up 

use his “silver-magnet” if he “would ‘loaned his light to the watchman. the talks with a COnVINeing, discourse 

be careful with it.” After the stu- The watchman passed on the light on the necessity of being a “regu- 
dent made assurance that the instru- to the pipe-fitter who had some lit- lar” fellow in order forget anywhere 
ment would be handled with care, tle job to do in the “yard.” But the in the metals professions. He used 

the instructor, surprised at the stu- pipe-fitter dropped a wrench on it = illustrations for his argument his 

dent’s credulity, began searching the and broke it. At last John caught interviews and experiences at the 
store-room for a likely looking ob- on. A good light would have foiled General Motors Research Labora- 
ject. Finding a highly polished bar, the nightly drama along the path- tories, where he worked last sum- 
he handed it to the eager fellow, way. Those men from Ruby, Ari- mer. 
who scampered off to the spot zona, are no amateur kidders, After the meeting adjourned, the 
where the bead lay. learned Mr. Kildsig. members pitched in with the dishes. 
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ALL brings us football, falling leaves, mid-semesters, found a rose among the thorns, none can say. 
F and senior inspection trips, all as a matter of course. October 18th through 21st found a new regiment of 

To lower classmen the last has a romantic ring, but plumbers, the electricals and mechanicals encamped in the 
to seniors inspection trips are but one of three things: (1) | Windy City. Their annual inspection trip to the Rialto 

A chance to make whoopee amid the bright lights; (2) A proved a flop, but still the evenings could not be called 

technical orgy; or (3) A pain in the neck. dull. We don’t believe that Pritchard and Albrecht ever 

But this is neither the time nor place for a handbook on did find out how soft the hotel beds were. There must 
inspecting; we can but relate the milder events of the last have been something about Gordy Fuller that prompted 
expeditionary force to Chicago. The metallurgists are the house detective to stay on his tail all one evening. Nor 

still a little dazed by it all. Ten strong, and under the was “Oh Gordie” Michelson the only one to look on the 
wing of Professor R. S. McCaffery, they descended on the wine when it was red. Even Professor “Pat” Hyland, it is 

Wisconsin, Inland, and Carnegie-Illinois Steel Companies rumored, spent the first eve- 

October 6, and spent two quiet days “casing the jernts.” "78 bending elbows with his a) 

As they tell it, they were really out to learn, scampered. former students. ~ 

about with proper curiosity, asked intelligent questions, The souvenir business was 
and lived the righteous life. Knowing metallurgists, we not so brisk this year, the boys 

are skeptical ... having heard rumors of how Nick Friese being older and wiser due to 

in shirt-sleeves (higher thermal efficiency) floored ’em as last spring’s experiences. An 
he led the “polka” at the University of Chicago’s Interna- alternator or an I-beam bulge 
tional House. “Fred the Buzzard” Bemis, practicing his too much under the coat. The Sod 

engineering econ, decided fruit is to be eaten rather than electricals, however, had plan- 

to adorn tables, so cleaned out the fruit baskets of Carne- ned to bring back a baby gas job, each man having a piece 

gie-Illinois’ exclusive dining room; he is also suspected of assigned; this plan fell through as Baird declined to turn 

having spent his evenings robbing fruit stands in company in the cylinder block. 
with that ex-model youth, William Wright. Incidentally, A couple of days of stiff hiking, the clamor of shops and 

the above dining room is barred to all employees under the smoke of mills used up most of this excess energy. The 

the rank of superintendent; ever gentlemen, our heroes electricals still had the old zip, it seems, for scouts were 

washed the grime from their hands before sitting down sent out at regular intervals to gather up their Professors 
. .. but no one had said anything about washing faces, Bennett and Watson who had a knack for getting lost back 

too! Joe Beck is along the production line. Dave Bogue, mechanical, like- 

© a still wondering wise never caught on to the idea that most companies 

‘7 uC Se which sparks from frown on candid camera fiends. Wayne Mitchell wanted 

“ aaniae el ” the spark testing to sleep so much that he climbed into the baggage rack of 
fet tr vet EP > gt in der were the bus and dozed on the journeys to and from the plants. 

tet f L o£ » which. “Sleepy” Bob Sharp neatly cut the afternoon tour of the steel mill 

a tee Place also has to go shopping in Marshall Field and Company, but there 
Neate that brooding was a heart interest in that, too. The mechanicals, who did 

Mor fa hy — look on his pan, some fast construction estimating of the girls in the Elgin 
wu lad this due to the Watch Works report regretfully that the latter are still 

(al) G2 “robbing” he took true to Robert Taylor, whose phizzz is to be seen tacked 
: for his couple of up all over the shop. Phooey ... and he only a distant 

Holaberg, beers at the Black- L. & S. graduate. In the human interest line, the driver 
hawk. “Anyway, I of bus A, fraternally known as “Jake,” became the bounc- 

had a good time,” sez he. What the rest did at night they ing father of a proud boy just before the start home, 

won't say. Tony Ozanick and pipe camped together in which left him too excited to continue the trip. Where- 
grimy, villainous South Chicago, his old stamping upon the mechanicals good-heartedly took up a collection 
grounds, but whether it was because he just likes mill scen- to buy the baby a present and bade him godspeed, then 

ery, because no one would endure the flue gases produced _ returned to Madison, to home, to books, and to piles of 

by that notorious tobacco incinerator, or because he had unfinished and overdue reports. 
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The urge to “make it better” is always there 

W:. you approach old problems with —_ on a wire—the pulp stuck. The systematic 

. a fresh viewpoint, you often get out- development of this idea resulted in a new 

standing improvements. and more economical insulating process— 

For example: wires for telephone cable making an insulating covering of paper 

had Jong been insulated by a spiral wrap- right on the wire! And the search for “a 

ping of paper ribbon. better way” still goes on. 

Refusing to accept this as the “last word,” Such originality leads to improved man- 

a Western Electric engineer mixed a wood —_ufacturing processes and better telephone 

pulp solution in a milk bottle—poured it apparatus for the Bell System. 
SED. 

i | 

Manufacturing Plants at Chicago, Ill., Kearny, N. J., and Baltimore, Md. 

a 
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Suggestions On How To Study 
by LESLIE F. VAN HAGAN, ¢’04, C.E.’19 

Professor of Railway Engineering 

HE ABILITY to study effectively is an art that has pragmatic, and fundamental. Details were avoided for the 

T to be acquired by intelligent effort; it is not a gift of reason that individuals will differ in regard to the details. 

nature. It has its technique that must be learned and The suggestions are presented herewith for the purpose of 
put into practice, just as have singing, painting, and prize- giving them a somewhat wider circulation and making 

fighting. No one, however naturally gifted as a fighter, them available to the freshmen, who, perhaps, need them 

would care to risk his ears in the ring with a trained boxer, most. 
even though the boxer might rate very low in his profes- The question may be raised: Have the suggestions been 

sion. The dub cannot compete with the professional in effective in the classes in which they have been used? The 

any line of endeavor. answer is: Only to a limited extent. The remaining prob- 

The man in college is assumed to be a professional in lem is: How can the students be made to study the list of ~ 
the field of studying. He is, supposedly, well acquainted suggestions? Like the well-known horse in the old adage, 

with the technique of studying. Probably most college men the student can be led to the pool of knowledge, but he 

and women meet a reasonable standard of excellence in can’t be made to think. There must be a desire for learn- 

this respect. However, any teacher of experience realizes ing before the learning process can go into effect. 

that many of those who enter college apparently have little . 
or no knowledge of the fundamentals of the art. They Suggestions on How to Study 
seem to have wangled their way by brute strength and 1. Study is the act of making an earnest mental exami- 

awkwardness to the portals of the university. They are nation of a subject for the purpose of understanding it. 

dubs thrown into the arena where the ability to study ef- 2. Successful study depends upon (1) a desire to under- 

fectively is essential to their further successful progress. stand, (2) good mental condition, and (3) good study 

Without this ability, they inevitably succumb. Their fail- habits. 
ure is caused, in many cases, not by lack of intellectual 3. The desire to understand must be genuine and strong 

capacity, but by lack of training in the technique of study- enough to carry the student through difficulty and dis- 

ing. couragement. The desire rests upon a variety of reasons. 
The work of the university is based upon the assump- It is natural in some people, who find pleasure in study. 

tion that the student wants to learn and knows how to The engineer has a professional motive, since his profes- 
study. The college instructor does not want to be a drill- sional success depends upon a thorough understanding of 

master; he hopes to be a guide and leader. Like the scout the fundamentals of engineering. The student should keep 
who leads the train of covered wagons across the plains constantly in mind the close connection between the work 
and over the mountains to the promised land, he desires at hand and his professional competency. 
to lead his class across the plains and through the dangers 4. Good mental condition depends upon general good 

of the subject he knows so thoroughly himself. He does health and freedom from worry. Good health, in turn, 
not want to sit on the driver’s seat of the covered wagon depends upon getting the right kind and amount of food, 
and hammer a team of uninspired mules over a trail in exercise, recreation, and rest. The individual must discov- 

which they have no personal interest. er what is best in his own case, because individual require- 

Unfortunately, the college instructor is forced to do a_ ments differ. The conditions causing worry are often be- 

good deal of hammering. The conditions demand it. Stu- yond control of the student, but it is possible to acquire 
dents do not just go to college; they go to college to get a _ the power of maintaining mental poise in the midst of dis- 

degree. There is an implied contract to the effect that the  turbing conditions. 

student who gets by in a sufficient number of courses will 5. Good students have study habits that are much alike. 

be graduated and given a diploma certifying that he is The main points in their study technique are outlined in 

“educated.” The instructor who fails any large portion of — the following paragraphs. 
his classes finds himself in trouble. He has his choice of 6. They have a quiet place for study where they can 

passing the students, regardless of how well they know the concentrate. 

subject, or hammering something into them by such meth- 7. They study systematically. They schedule operations 
ods as his ingenuity can devise. Ina professional school, for the week and the semester, just as they will have to do 

such as this college of engineering, the practice of passing later in their engineering practice. They have fixed hours 

men who do not know their subject is highly repugnant to for study and a place in the schedule for each subject. 
instructors. They stick to the schedule. They use odd moments in- 

Many years ago, the writer prepared a list of sugges- stead of wasting them. They know about what they can do 
tions on how to study for the use of his sophomore stu- in a given time. 
dents. The effort was made to make the suggestions brief, 8. They are thorough. Students who fail in this re- 
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spect include (1) persons of quick intellect, who are often wee LIBRARY NOTES a 
inclined to be superficial, (2) those who find it easier to EE 

memorize than to understand, (3) the immature, who are Using the Library 

still childish and light-minded, and (4) the lazy. What use can a lower class man make of the library? 
9. They are able to analyze a subject; take it apart un- Seniors and juniors are assigned technical subjects and 

til they have reduced it to elements that they can under- can find plenty of uses for the library but during the first 

stand. The ability to analyze a new problem is one of the two years only fundamental courses like drawing, physics, 
outstanding characteristics of a successful person in any mathematics and chemistry are given and the textbook is 

field. all the reference needed. 
10. They maintain a critical rather than a credulous at- How about getting some professional atmosphere by 

titude in regard to what they hear and read. They investi- treading current engineering magazines? Form the habit of 
gate and ask questions until they are convinced one way keeping up to date in your profession by regular read- 
or the other. Understanding and conviction go hand in ing of professional publications. And how about those 
hand. English themes? The scientific method is to get the facts, 

11. They do not leave a point until they understand then draw your conclusions. The library is a store house 

it. If the text book is not clear upon a certain point, they of information and a good place to garner a few facts 

consult some other text upon the same subject. If the when you want something to write about. Then there are 

point remains troublesome, they consult the instructor, the biographies of Watt and Bessemer, Steinmetz and 
eiiterinvclass:discussionsor ta his office, Edison and Westinghouse, and scores of others; the story 

12. They have good vocabularies. In scientific and pro- of whose lives is the story of engineering development. 
fessional literature, words are used more exactly than in These and the Stories of great engineering works make 

common discourse, and a clear understanding of a text de- excellent leisure time reading. 

pends upon a knowledge of the exact meanings of words Believe It or Not 
used in the text. Many students owe their scholastic diffi- The first sentence in the second chapter of Smithells 

culties largely to lack of vocabulary. book, Gases and Metals, reads, “Under suitable condi- 
13. They take notes. This practice will help a student tions, certain gases are able to pass through solid metals.” 

in almost any course. The notes should be neat and intell- Sounds interesting, doesn’t it? So is the remainder of this 
igible. little book on the behavior of gases and metals in contact 

14. They try to understand the purpose and organiza- with one another. 
tion of the course as a whole. A study of the Table of Looking Ahead 

Contents and the Introduction of the text book helps to- Sooner or later, every engineer looks for a job. The 
ward such an understanding. forward looking student will be thinking about what kind 

15. After studying an assignment, they rehearse it. An e i Jobiat is i be gad. ‘what prrparation be will meed fo ‘ . . make to fit himself for it. As a senior, he will have to sell 
effective way is to close the book and outline on paper hi ices to some employer. Two articles in the Novem. 
what has just been studied. Compare with the book, note es eace-wst Cluit Eh peye™ fey Sin ie Ove 
omissions, and try again. er Issue oO AVL ngineering ave some pertinent sug- 

gestions. 

16. They solve assigned problems, not in the mental at- In “The Engineer Looks Ahead,” on page 781, E. R. 
titude of a clerk, but with the idea that the problem is in- Needles gives some valuable suggestions on preparing for 
tended either to furnish drill and so impress the memory the job; and on page 808 William L. Fletcher gives a per- 

or increase skill, or else to illustrate some fundamental sonnel counselot’s suggestions on methods in technique of 

principle and show its application. They invent new prob- locating good jobs. The title of his article is, “Are You 
lems and solve them until they have gained understanding. —_ Looking for Work?” 
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Making Steel Up To 94 Inches Wide 

by HUGH R. RATHER, m’38 

N RECENT years there has been an ever increasing Primarily, the story of the strip mill is this: steel slabs 

I demand for sheet steel in the wider widths. To meet come over from the Corrigan-McKinney plant, a short dis- 
this demand, the Republic Steel Corporation has re- tance north in the valley. These slabs are rolled out in 

cently completed a plant that is capable of turning out the new strip mill, and leave in the form of coils, sheets, 
sheet steel up to 94 inch widths at the rate of 70,000 tons _ or thicker sheets which are called plates. 
per month. The building of a steel mill is analogous to The slabs of steel which are fed into this plant are cus- 

the breeding of elephants, it just doesn’t happen very tom made to suit the requirements of the customer. They 

often, and its construction presents many, varied and are not only of the right size, but are of the proper com- 
unique engineering problems. To an embryonic engineer, position for the job. Such sheet steel is now being used for 

» such as your writer, who worked on the construction in a automobile bodies and will prove a blessing to the automo- 
small way, the witnessing of some phases of its building tive engineers who have long desired sheets wide enough 

was an engineering education in itself. so that the “Turret” type automobile top can be made 
The construction of the strip mill was started in Febru- from one piece. Refrigerator panels, cooking utensils, 

ary of this year and the hot mill and continuous pickling  etc., will also provide an outlet for the product. It is ex- 
departments have just been completed. The cold mill and pected that if the pre-fabricated house becomes a reality, 
annealing sections of the plant are to be finished some this industry will be a user of the product. Of course, 
time in the near future. This may or may not be record these various customers must have certain characteristics 

time for the erecting of a steel mill of comparative size, in the finished product so the slabs fed into the mill are 

but nevertheless it can be considered as exceptional. controlled as to carbon, silicon, manganese, etc., content. 

The plant is located just south of Cleveland, Ohio, in On arriving at the new mill, the slabs are stored under 
the Cuyahoga valley otherwise known as the “Flats.” cover in what is known as a slab yard. When ready to be 
Here in this valley are located other steel mills, most of used, a particular slab is picked up by an overhead crane 
which use the Cuyahoga River, which flows through the which then places the slab into one of the three gas-fired 
valley and empties into Lake Erie, as a source of cooling furnaces, each of which has a heating capacity of 50 tons 

water and a means of receiving raw materials via lake per hour. Instrument panels notify the attendants of the 
freighters. This mill will be run in conjunction with the various conditions within the furnace and the temperature 
present Corrigan-McKinney steel mill, a subsidiary of the of the slabs is controlled with precision. When the slab 
Republic Steel Corporation. It is located on a plot of has reached a temperature of 2,250 degrees Fahrenheit, it 
ground comprising some 120 acres of which 21 are under then starts on its journey. 
cover. Some of the land upon which the plant is built was The hot slab after finishing the heating process is started 
reclaimed by diverting the flow of the Cuyahoga River down the hot mill on a table fitted with motor driven rolls. 
and offered none too stable a foundation. A solid founda- The first process of reducing the slab in size is by a huge 
tion was obtained by sinking 19,000 piles into this sticky set of “maulets,” otherwise known as scale breakers. In 
mass to an average depth of 40 feet. The longest section the process of heating, a thin scale of oxide forms on the 
of the plant, the hot mill, is 1,796 feet in length. Some surface of the slab and this must be removed. Two big 
120,000 cubic yards of concrete was poured in its building, rollers break the scale and a sptay of water at extremely 
and considering all the various and sundry pieces of pipe high pressure forces the scale off. Next the hot steel goes 
used, if laid end to end would reach a total distance of through the broadside mill and squeezer, where it is 

approximately 250 miles. squeezed to the proper width called for in the specifica- 
One might go on and enumerate the staggering quanti- tions. 

ties of material used in the mill’s construction, but this Next come the roughing stands, three of them, contain- 
would have no meaning as to its operation. It is not with- ing mammoth rolls, each spaced a little farther apart than 
in the scope of this article to present the more technical the last, because the steel is increasing in length all the 
points of interest in this plant as this would entail a time. High up on the wall facing these stands are control 
lengthy and detailed discussion. However, a description houses from which men watch the machines, regulate the 
of the process of manufacturing the product produced will speed, and control the operation. 
be endeavored. From the roughing stands the ever lengthening strip 
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passes into a battery of six finishing stands. Each succeed- as semi-automatic in operation as attendants are only re- 
ing roll must go faster than the preceding one in order to quired to see that the coils are properly placed on at the 
take up the increasing length of the steel—for quite often start and taken off at the end of the treatment. 
the same piece will be going through all six of the stands at The cleaned coils end up in the cold mill, where there 

the same time. This battery of six stands is intricately co- are three stands of four rollers each. The steel is thinned 
ordinated to take care of this, for unless this coordination down to the desired gauge, rewound again, and then taken 
is perfect, the sheet of steel will buckle or be torn apart. to the annealing department, which comprises five batteries 

After the steel comes from the finishing stands, the rag- of four furnaces each. Here the coils are given heat treat- 
ged edge of the front end is sliced off by flying shears. It ment to get rid of unwanted hardness and brittleness. 

then proceeds along the run out table, where each roller is Then the coils are returned to the cold mill finishing de- 
driven by an individual electric motor. Steel which is to partment for surface treatment. 

be coiled passes through the coiler, a huge machine which Nowhere else in the world are they able to roll a sheet 
is extremely delicate. : 94 inches wide on a continuous hot mill. The actual width 

The operation on the slabs in the hot mill is an entirely of the rolls are 98 inches and is designated as a 98 inch 
continuous process, no reversing occurring at any point mill. 

along the line. The production rate of this line is quite )——— a 
rapid; some 2,200 feet per hour being produced in the 

sheet form. As one would expect, a good deal of ower is 

required to drive the various machines along the line, and A GOOD PLACE 
five motor-generator sets are provided in the hot mill mo- to 

tor room to produce the current required. Some of the 
motors turning the various stands range as high as 4,500 
horsepower. EAT 

Some of the steel is now ready for use. Some of it must 
be given tempering treatment, in which case it goes to the 9 

annealing department. Also some of it must be given a Lawrence Ss Restaurant 
pickling treatment so as to produce a smooth surface. If ‘ 2 

it requires special temper the steel goes to the cold mill 1307 University Avenue 
for further processing. All the steel that goes to the cold || 

mill goes in the form of coils. — 

The pickling treatment is carried on in a continuous |[ —— OO 7 
process in a section of the plant designated as the continu- War f 

ous pickling department. The steel reaches this depart- s stp ee 
ment in the coiled form and is then uncoiled by a special Ss ¢ 
machine designed for this purpose. It is then fed by a 

machine into a series of tanks containing sulphuric acid, 

each tank end being adjacent to the preceding one. The 
strips are stitched together before passing into these tanks 
and then it passes into the tanks and travels to the far end & Lor, and 

of the section where it is first run through a cold rinse and "AE occ ! “m 

then a hot rinse of water. Finally the strip passes into the wee qe wae 

looping pit where it is rewound into coils; the stitched sec- 50 Handsome 

tions are then cut out. This department can be classified 
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Dry Ice From Power Plant Flue Gas phase avoids the slow transfer of carbon dioxide through 
fcontinuedl £ 3) a gaseous film and a liquid film encountered in the alkali 
continued from page : : : : 

reaction zone. This cyclic process repeats itself. Figures absorption method, and the increased reaction velocity 
1 and 2 indicate best operation to be at 130° F. in the ab- with gaseous ammonia indicates that no such decelerating 

sorbing tower. The boiling off of CO: from the lye is effect is experienced. 
conducted by the usual methods. From low concentrations up to about 15% CO: in the 

As the cooled carbon dioxide from the condenser, flue gas, the use of ammonia as a supplementary absorb- 

freed from all but slight traces of ammonia, is compressed Mt 1S highly valuable. Since this is the range into which 

in the compressor system, the residue of its moisture con- most flue gases from power plants fall, the process may be 

tent is trapped out between the compressor stages and in seriously considered as making dry ice producers out of 

this condensate, the ammonia is dissolved. Thus, the prod- Power plant operators. Figure 3 brings out this fact very 

uct is free from ammonia. vividly. 

There is a slight ammonia loss from the system with the The economical recovery of carbon dioxide from power 
waste gas. However, this loss (about two pounds per ton plant stack gases in locations where populations are fairly 

of carbon dioxide output) is so small that it would be un- large is simplified at once by the Macmar ammonia alkali 
economical to attempt is recovery. absorption process. Production costs are lower for this 

Obviously, this mechanism of reaction, in the gaseous method than for independent carbon dioxide recovery 
a plants; transportation and evaporation problems are large- 

eae MAR PROCESS: wo a 
haem Gap Meroe | ___| | | GLASS MEASUREMENTS 

Be C | Ct... tl] A new instrument, the profilometer, by which it is possi- 
Be recess] | ble to measure instantly variations of a millionth of an 
£ me inch in the surface of a sheet of glass while in the process rj | 5 4 7 SS it iz re} 14 5 is of manufacture, has been developed by the Ford Motor 

PenCent CaRooN Dioxioe in Five Gas 
Figure 3 Company. 

ae —- —— The device consists of a metal box, which is attached to 

| 3 an amplifying cabinet. On top of the box is a dial; in the 

| Surprise the bottom, a diamond tipped needle. As the box is pushed 
| folks at Home! across the surface to be measured, the needle follows the 

contours. Variations in the surface cause variations in the 

Te I e g ra Pp h F 1 owers electric current. These are amplified in the cabinet and re- 
f Th I coe turned to the dial. By watching the flickering of the needle 

| or anks g ivin g closely, the operator can tell immediately the location and 
. . depth of any roughness. The profilometer is made use of 

Egret Se aes during the grinding and polishing operations. Any un- 
CVAY ANYONE usual roughness in the surface indicates the possibility of 

RENTSCHLER FLORAL co an inaccurate mix, or of an improper grade of sand in the 

© grinders. By means of the instrument, unusual roughnesses 
230 Strate Bavcer 177 can be detected and remedies applied long before maxi- 

| mum tolerances are reached—The Glass Industry. 
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Tau Beta Pi COME ONE ... COME ALL | 

| 

Engineer’s Ball 

9-12 e | 

National | December 3 | 
All-Engineering Honorary | | 

Fraternity | e@ | 

° DAN BURKHOLDER | 
Thursday evening, November 4, Tau Beta Pi initiated . 

twenty-six new members. Professor M. O. Withey was ..in Great Hall 
toastmaster, Paul Ketchum welcomed the new men, and |) | 

Daniel Dobrogowski responded for the initiates. The || @ | 

speaker of the evening was Justice J. D. Wickhem of the || | 

Wisconsin Supreme Court. STAN JOHNSON | 

The initiates are: dN Tripp Commons 

Seniors 

Frederick C. Alexander Wayne T. Mitchell — nN 
Kenneth M. Beals Alan K. Ross | @ WATCH FOR TICKET ANNOUNCEMENTS @ 

e: . . | ee 

Daniel T. Dobrogowski Robert A. Sharp 

Alvin Edelstein Lewis L. Sheerar 

Howard W. Fiedelman Raymond P. Spors 

Howard L. Grange Roger U. Stanley | 0 K I N Wn | TY J ve I N 

Willard G. Hanson Carl P. Walter fb eal Se ll ra eS thers erected dete tl 

Ted B. Haufe Philip Winter OKONITE insulation with an unsurpassed record 
ech H. Keumhaus John L. Yarne UT} me : still generally recognized as the 

acme of perfection for rubber insulations and as 
Thomas G. Lateeage Lyle F. Yerges “the best product possible” of its type. 
Harold Leviton Joseph Zamsky The Okonite Company and its aftiliates, how- 

Aldro Lingard Lee M. Zawasky ever, have constantly kept step with the ad- 
J . vances of the electric art. 

n 
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Leo J. Fuchs John J. Huppler single or multiple conductor, high or low volt- 
age, whether finished with a rubber or a syn- 

= —SEE== —SSS = = thetic compound jacket, braid, lead sheath or 
| you will enjoy eating at armor of any type, Okonite can make it. 

| In all cases, whether the correct solution calls 
| | for rubber, impregnated paper, varnished cam- 
| bric, asbestos, glass or the newer synthetic 

e ottage a e | compounds, the policy still is and will continue 
| to be the best product possible. 

| ‘i ' AE TN | Good Service . Good Food | ANU aay 
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| THE OKONITE-CALLENDER CABLE COMPANY, INC. 
| WE NOW HAVE TWO RESTAURANTS EXECUTIVE OFFICE: 3-2 ‘FACTORIES: 
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TO OUR For several weeks we’ve “There is no use arguing understand and to fix in the memory. It 

YOUNGER  °2t in our lair, watching with a small mind that is is a noble process, worthy of highest type 

BROTHERS — with mixed emotions the made up on a big subject.” of intellect. Being taught is a much less 

annual renewal of col- -Awonvonzous: noble process. It is possible by using in- 

lege life, watching you newcomers troop telligent methods and strict discipline to 
in and out of Engineering. We’ve rubbed elbows with you teach very low grades of intellect. Even the primitive 

in the halls and listened to your chatter; we’ve come to the  pseudopod has been taught to keep its feet out of the ray 
conclusion that you are a pretty good gang. For all your of light that distresses it. 

cocksureness, your noisiness, and your boners, you're a The work of a professional school cannot be adjusted 

more impressive lot than we were three years ago. to the level of the pseudopod; it is based upon the as- 

Most of you are fresh from high school. Last year you sumption that the men who present themselves as fresh- 

were big shots. That was last year. Now you are vety men for the training that will qualify them to practice a 

small frogs in a very large pond. Though the caste system _ profession will have the inner impulse necessary for learn- 

for freshmen went out with the oil lamp, there is an awful ing. Only those who have that inner impulse can hope for 

lot to getting acclimated. You may discover that an engi- much success in the college. Each of the 523 freshman en- 

neer is considered the lowest form of animal life on the gineers should understand the situation perfectly at the 
campus. As a group we have little time to dabble with beginning of his college career. It will make his four years ‘ 
campus politics. For the same reason we produce few stel- in college much more productive and pleasant. 
lar athletes. A great many of us are working our way In another column of this issue, we offer some sugges- 

through school, nor are we on the whole much in the so- tions for studying that we believe to be entirely practicable 

cial whirl. It won’t take a semester for your instructors to of application. The intent has been to strip away all non- 

demonstrate to you that you are here to work. And work essential suggestions and to present only those that can be 
you will for four straight years. defended against challenge. Help yourself. —L.F.V. 

Then they turn you loose with a diploma. You are 

d t fession, but the world doesn’t even . 
Heady “Cor enter VOUE' pi ohessiony ee wore This is, as the title proclaims, the edi- 
acknowledge that profession. It uses your highways, your OUR ‘ 

: we PROPOSITION ‘tial page. That statement alone 
power systems, your alloys, but socially it still ranks you a‘ i . 

; £ produces a definite reaction in the 
one step above the bricklayer . . . and pays you one-hal oo. VN 

: average reader’s mind. Four chances out of five it is one 
as well. Someday, we will remedy all that. Men are at ee . : . 

2 . ‘i of disinterest or distaste. If so, the blame lies with us— 
work today, organizing on the lines of the bar and medical aa ‘ 

. : se : for the editorial page should be the one argumentive, 
associations, setting up standards, examination and licens- |, _ o : 

. . : live, definite, issue-raising voice between our covers. When 
ing boards. There is talk of a six year engineering course. | . 

: , 5 7 : it is not (how often that occurs), someone is asleep at the 
Ours is an ancient profession, but just now coming aware . a 

f itself switch; the publication becomes a text-book, not an organ 
itself. 

on ese . ‘ of student thought. 
You have a long row to hoe. But if you learn one thing . . 

5 a : So saying, we herein repledge ourselves to keep the 
—to think, to analyze, to reason in an orderly fashion— an eee 

: 5 gol . the breath of life in our editorial body, to say what we 
and if you maintain your sense of humor, and your pride . : . . . 
: ; : Sit kx & think diplomatically, bluntly, or with sarcasm, as the situ- 
in your profession, we think you’ ll like it here. We do. “ : 

ation warrants. We know from vast experience that any 
outburst of untoward enthusiasm will be machined down 

LEARNING VS. This is written for the mee in the to proper moderany. by faculty censorship. Undaunted we 
BEING TAUGHT ©ollege: the freshmen. It is inspired invite our readers’ say-so. The Wisconsin Engineer is pub- 

by experience in trying to train stu- lished for and, presumably, by the undergraduate engi- 
dents to take level notes. It might seem that, given so sim- neering body. It should record their will, their gripes, 

ple a task as learning the form of notes, a large percentage their interests. Not that it always does; that is in part their 

of a class would learn to do the work through its own ef- fault. Frankly, most students must be hit over the head 

forts. However, out of a class of sixteen men, one did a__ with a club to make ’em show that interest. 

perfect job on a test, six more did a passable job, and nine Write in, complain, insult us if you will. Even that is an 

did unsatisfactory work. It was necesasry to drill the nine encouraging sign. We won’t guarantee to print your opin- 

men until they could do a passable job in this elementary ions, but we’ll fight with you about ’em. As a more com- 
but essential operation. Seven of the men learned; nine of prehensive student mouthpiece your magazine will mean 

them had to be taught. more both to you and to us... and there should be little 
Learning implies an inner impulse; an earnest desire to need of artificial respiration for this page. 
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G-E Campus News 
AT ae for filming, the General Electric Laboratories in 

we —\<" N Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio developed a 5000-watt 
bayer cy). lamp, built to withstand a pressure of 500 pounds 

— ie \ \ to the square inch—more than three times the pres- 

\. Saal sure believed to be around the vessel. Capt. Craig 

US) ie BY SA will use a battery of 12 of these lamps mounted on a 
Y SS, _ = submarine stage to floodlight the inky depths. 

WAI So widespread are the uses of electricity that the 
_ development of an underwater lamp merely illus- 

A 40-MILE-AN-HOUR MINE HOIST trates the problems encountered by G-E_ engi- 
The problem of hauling a 25-ton load up a steep 22S Many of these men were on the college campus 

mine shaft at a speed of 3,600 feet per minute, or but a few years ago. 

approximately 41 miles an hour, was recently under- ° 
taken by the General Electric Company for a South- > {ioe aE 3° 
eastern coal company. Upon completion, this mine Ze, LE ae en 
hoist will be the largest and fastest in this country. Bis EF, a ea jp 6 ‘) 

More than 6000 feet of wire rope wound around an J ie ~~ Dey FN 4) 
18-foot drum will hoist an unbalanced load of 50,800 4 AP id by » 

pounds to the surface. The driving power for this aaok, ay fe), SN 

tremendous weight will be a 2500-hp G-E hoist igo a Sa DTS 
motor with dynamic braking as a safety factor to a 7 RY, iN 
reduce the speed when men are being carried. = 

lor the last 40 years the General Electric Company MODERN LILLIPUT 
has been engaged in the manufacture of electric 
mining equipment. Much of the new design and de- Wire, three thousandths of an inch in diameter, 
velopment in this field has been contributed by flattened between two polished rollers to a thick- 

college-trained men who were on Test. ness of nine ten-thousandths of an inch; pivots 
eee ground to a point and then rounded to a radius 

Ge a half the diameter of a human hair, yet still sharper 
ye" pe? <a i than the sharpest needle; sapphires not as large as 

Sw TEL, ‘a aN , the head of a pin. Such Lilliputian parts are to be 

7 Ne ig if Gi £ (1 ~\ found in the West Lynn plant of the General Elec- 

MET Company. 
RST 4" Jl PRE A pivot with a point two thousandths of an inch in 

Pa eee J WS ya ¢ wae diameter, yet it supports a pressure of many thou- 
tS a Sica Sos sands of pounds to the square inch. Hundreds of 

such parts are assembled to produce instruments— 

FLOODLIGHTING DAVY JONES’? LOCKER _ instruments that measure small flows of current, great 

When Capt. John D. Craig, deep-sea diver and flows of current, light, sound, vibration, strain, and 

photographer. descends to the black depths of the time. These instruments are so sensitive that they 

Irish Channel to photograph the salvage operations ™easure the smallest quantities, yet sturdy enough 

of the Lusitania, Davy Jones’ Locker will be flood- to withstand the severe vibrations of a locomotive 
lighted for the first time in history. cab or an airplane dashboard. 

The hulk of the ill-fated Lusitania lies buried in| The design and manufacture of precision instru- 
shifting sand at a depth of approximately 300 feet, ments is but one of the many fields which are open 

with a treasure in her coffers valued at between to technically trained men in the General Electric 
$4,000,000 and $15,000,000. To illuminate the wreck Company. 

GENERAL @ ELECTRIC 
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